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Managing Convergence in Innovation - Kong-rae
Lee 2016-09-01
Technology in several forms, especially
Information Technology (IT), has a strong
tendency to converge at varying degrees. This
phenomenon of converging innovation is likely to
deepen and widen in the future due to intense
competition in global markets. Asian
manufacturing firms in particular lead the global
industrial innovation. Convergent innovation
exists as a constant disequilibrium between
reference technology and matching technology;
innovations of these technologies occur at
different degrees to attain an optimal balance.
Innovations as a result of convergence are often
beneficial, improving welfare and employment.
This book sheds light on the little-discussed idea
of convergent innovation with examples hailing
from Asia. The book also proposes new theories
and investigates convergence at the micro level
– guaranteed food for thought for academics
interested in innovation economics and
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management.
Advancing Ethnography in Corporate
Environments - Brigitte Jordan 2016-06-16
In this innovative volume, twelve leading
scholars from corporate research labs and
independent consultancies tackle the most
fundamental and contentious issues in corporate
ethnography. Organized in pairs of chapters in
which two experts consider different sides of an
important topic, these provocative encounters go
beyond stale rehearsals of method and theory to
explore the entanglements that practitioners
wrestle with on a daily basis. The discussions are
situated within the broader universe of
ethnographic method and theory, as well as
grounded in the practical realities of using
ethnography to solve problems in the business
world. The book represents important advances
in the field and is ideal for students and scholars
as well as for corporate practitioners and
decision makers.
The Handbook of Global Health
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Communication - Rafael Obregon 2012-03-12
International in scope, The Handbook of Global
Health Communication offers a comprehensive
and up-to-date analysis of the role of
communication processes in global public
health, development and social change Brings
together 32 contributions from well-respected
scholars and practitioners in the field,
addressing a wide range of communication
approaches in current global health programs
Offers an integrated view that links
communication to the strengthening of health
services, the involvement of affected
communities in shaping health policies and
improving care, and the empowerment of
citizens in making decisions about health Adopts
a broad understanding of communication that
goes beyond conventional divisions between
informational and participatory approaches
The Routledge Companion to Global
Television - Shawn Shimpach 2019-11-12
Featuring scholarly perspectives from around
the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

the globe and drawing on a legacy of television
studies, but with an eye toward the future, this
authoritative collection examines both the
thoroughly global nature of television and the
multiple and varied experiences that constitute
television in the twenty-first century. Companion
chapters include original essays by some of the
leading scholars of television studies as well as
emerging voices engaging television on six
continents, offering readers a truly global range
of perspectives. The volume features
multidisciplinary analyses that offer models and
guides for the study of global television, with
approaches focused on the theories, audiences,
content, culture, and institutions of television. A
wide array of examples and case studies engage
the transforming practices, technologies,
systems, and texts constituing television around
the world today, providing readers with a
contemporary and multi-faceted perspective. In
this volume, editor Shawn Shimpach has
brought together an essential guide to
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understanding television in the world today, how
it works and what it means – perfect for
students, scholars, and anyone else interested in
television, global media studies, and beyond.
Communication of Innovations - Arvind
Singhal 2006-07-05
This collection of 10 original essays honors the
intellectual legacy of Everett M. Rogers
(1931-2004), the pioneering and distinguished
teacher-scholar of diffusion of innovations,
communication networks, technology transfer,
development communication, and the
entertainment-education strategy. Well-known
colleagues and contemporaries write on these
topics that especially piqued Rogers' curiosity,
and to which he made seminal and lasting
contributions.
Encyclopedia of Social Networks - George A.
Barnett 2011-09-07
This two-volume encyclopedia provides a
thorough introduction to the wide-ranging, fastdeveloping field of social networking.
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Advances in Foundational Mass
Communication Theories - Ran Wei
2018-02-02
Providing leading-edge perspectives on the
legacy theories of mass media and society, this
collection advances the foundational theories of
mass communications, which have sustained the
field of study over the past fifty years. Many of
these contributions were originally published as
a Deutschmann Scholarly Essay in the Mass
Communication and Society journal, and
together they comprise a remarkable source of
knowledge, equipped to lead mass
communications theory through the emergence
of new technologies, and the evolution of
communications, in the 21st century. Moreover,
the contributions gathered in this volume
contradict any critics who may claim the
theories of the 20th century have outlived their
usefulness, for these prove to guide
contemporary research as forcefully as ever in
the digital era. Validating the classic media
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theories across time and their various forms
constitute the second focal section of this
volume. Finally, senior media scholars offer their
views on the future directions in which mass
communication theories can be advanced.
Diffusion of Innovations, 5th Edition - Everett M.
Rogers 2003-08-05
Sample Text
Diffusion of Innovations in Health Service
Organisations - Sir Trisha Greenhalgh
2008-04-15
This is a systematic review on how innovations
in health service practice and organisation can
be disseminated and implemented. This is an
academic text, originally commissioned by the
Department of Health from University College
London and University of Surrey, using a variety
of research methods. The results of the review
are discussed in detail in separate chapters
covering particular innovations and the relevant
contexts. The book is intended as a resource for
health care researchers and academics.
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Communication Technology - Everett M. Rogers
1986-06-11
The Series in Communication Technology and
Society is an integrated series centering on the
social aspects of communication technology.
Written by outstanding communications
specialists, it is designed to provide a muchneeded interdisciplinary approach to the study
of this rapidly changing field. The industrial
nations of the world have become Information
Societies. Advanced technologies have created a
communication revolution, and the individual,
through the advent of computers, has become an
active participant in this process. The "human"
aspect, therefore, is as important as
technologically advanced media systems in
understanding communication technology. The
flagship book in the Series in Communication
Technology and Society, Communication
Technology introduces the history and uses of
the new technologies and examines basic issues
posed by interactive media in areas that affect
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intellectual, organization, and social life. Author
and series co-editor Everett M. Rogers defines
the field of communication technology with its
major implications for researchers, students, and
practitioners in an age of ever more advanced
information exchange. CONTENTS The
Changing Nature of Human Communication
What Are the New Communication
Technologies? History of Communication
Science Adoption and Implementation of
Communication Technologies Social Impacts of
Communication Technologies New Theory New
Research Methods Applications of the New
Communication Technologies
Diffusion of Innovations, 5th Edition Everett M. Rogers 2003-08-16
Now in its fifth edition, Diffusion of Innovations
is a classic work on the spread of new ideas. In
this renowned book, Everett M. Rogers,
professor and chair of the Department of
Communication & Journalism at the University
of New Mexico, explains how new ideas spread
the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

via communication channels over time. Such
innovations are initially perceived as uncertain
and even risky. To overcome this uncertainty,
most people seek out others like themselves who
have already adopted the new idea. Thus the
diffusion process consists of a few individuals
who first adopt an innovation, then spread the
word among their circle of acquaintances—a
process which typically takes months or years.
But there are exceptions: use of the Internet in
the 1990s, for example, may have spread more
rapidly than any other innovation in the history
of humankind. Furthermore, the Internet is
changing the very nature of diffusion by
decreasing the importance of physical distance
between people. The fifth edition addresses the
spread of the Internet, and how it has
transformed the way human beings
communicate and adopt new ideas.
Mobile News - Andrew Duffy 2020-12-18
The rise of the smartphone has shifted news
from fixed publication to a flow of updateable
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information. The chapters in this book
investigate the implications for audiences,
industry and society as news becomes mobile.
Wherever we go, news from anywhere can reach
us on our smartphones. And wherever we are,
we can search up information specific to that
place. News is produced by mobile journalists
(MoJos) as well as by citizens armed with
smartphones, reporting breaking news from
crisis zones where information is uncertain, or
hyperlocal news from neighbourhoods where
little happens. Mobile technology allows citizens
to engage deeply with a cause or to skim
headlines so they know a little about a lot of
things. News is distributed on mobile networks
and consumed by mobile audiences as they make
their daily way through time and space coloured
by their mobile devices. It is consumed in the
niches of life. It intersects with place in new
ways as geolocated news. It pursues us
wherever we are through push notifications. And
news has moved from fixed to fluid, a flow of
the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

updateable information rather than a regularly
issued product. In this book, the contributors
take varied viewpoints on mobility and news, its
impact on what news is, how journalists produce
it and how it fits into everybody’s everyday life.
The chapters in this book were originally
published as a special issue of Digital
Journalism.
Networked Governance - Betina Hollstein
2017-03-30
This edited volume seeks to explore established
as well as emergent forms of governance by
combining social network analysis and
governance research. In doing so, contributions
take into account the increasingly complex forms
which governance faces, consisting of different
types of actors (e.g. individuals, states, economic
entities, NGOs, IGOs), instruments (e.g. law,
suggestions, flexible norms) and arenas from the
local up to the global level, and which more and
more questions theoretical models that have
focused primarily on markets and hierarchies.
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The topics addressed in this volume are
processes of coordination, arriving at and
implementing decisions taking place in
network(ed) (social) structures; such as
governance of work relations, of financial
markets, of innovation and politics. These
processes are investigated and discussed from
sociologists’, political scientists’ and economists’
viewpoints. 
Communication Yearbook 38 - Elisia L. Cohen
2014-05-09
Communication Yearbook 38 continues the
tradition of publishing state-of-the-discipline
literature reviews and essays. Editor Elisia
Cohen presents a volume that is highly
international and interdisciplinary in scope, with
authors and chapters representing the broad
global interests of the International
Communication Association. The contents
include summaries of communication research
programs that represent the most innovative
work currently. Offering a blend of chapters
the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

emphasizing timely disciplinary concerns and
enduring theoretical questions, this volume will
be valuable to scholars throughout
communication studies.
Digital Economy. Emerging Technologies
and Business Innovation - Rim Jallouli
2019-09-20
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings
of the 4th International Conference on Digital
Economy, ICDEc 2019, held in Beirut, Lebanon,
in April 2019. The conference was founded in
2016 to discuss innovative research and projects
related to the support role of Information
System Technologies in the digital
transformation process, business innovation and
e-commerce. The 31 papers presented in this
volume were carefully reviewed and selected
from 89 submissions. The theme of ICDEc 2019
was “Digital Economy: Emerging Technologies
and Business Innovation”. The papers were
organized in topical sections named: digital
transformation; e-finance; social media
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communication; intelligent systems; e-commerce
and business analytics; e-learning and cloud
education; e-commerce and digital economy;
data science; digital marketing; and digital
business model.
Cases and Stories of Transformative Action
Research - John A. Bilorusky 2021-04-21
Cases and Stories of Transformative Action
Research builds on its companion book,
Principles and Methods of Transformative Action
Research, by describing and analyzing dozens of
examples of successful action research efforts
pursued in the past five decades by students and
faculty of the Western Institute for Social
Research. Some projects are large-scale, and
some are modest interventions in the everyday
lives of those participating. Some are formal
organizational efforts; others are the results of
individual or small group initiatives. Included
are chapters on community needs assessments
and innovative grassroots approaches to
program evaluation; the challenges of improving
the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

our decision-making during the crisis of the
COVID-19 pandemic; strategies of intellectual
activism in addressing the growing problem of
workplace bullying; action research to preserve
and share the history of the Omaha tribe; and
plans for an innovative school-based project
based on collaborative action-and-inquiry
between students and Artificial Intelligence. In
addition, there are a number of detailed stories
about the use of transformative action research
in such areas as somatic and trauma counseling,
ethnic studies, health disparities, gender
differences, grassroots popular education, and
the improvement of statewide steps for
preventing child abuse, among many others.
This book can serve as an undergraduate or
graduate social sciences text on research
methods. It is also a guidebook for actionoriented research by academics, professionals,
and lay people alike.
Models and Methods in Social Network
Analysis - Peter J. Carrington 2005-02-07
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Models and Methods in Social Network Analysis,
first published in 2005, presents the most
important developments in quantitative models
and methods for analyzing social network data
that have appeared during the 1990s. Intended
as a complement to Wasserman and Faust's
Social Network Analysis: Methods and
Applications, it is a collection of articles by
leading methodologists reviewing advances in
their particular areas of network methods.
Reviewed are advances in network
measurement, network sampling, the analysis of
centrality, positional analysis or blockmodelling,
the analysis of diffusion through networks, the
analysis of affiliation or 'two-mode' networks, the
theory of random graphs, dependence graphs,
exponential families of random graphs, the
analysis of longitudinal network data, graphical
techniques for exploring network data, and
software for the analysis of social networks.
Networks in the Knowledge Economy - Rob
Cross 2003-08-14
the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

In today's de-layered, knowledge-intensive
organizations, most work of importance is
heavily reliant on informal networks of
employees within organizations. However, most
organizations do not know how to effectively
analyze this informal structure in ways that can
have a positive impact on organizational
performance. Networks in the Knowledge
Economy is a collection of readings on the
application of social network analysis to
managerial concerns. Social network analysis
(SNA), a set of analytic tools that can be used to
map networks of relationships, allows one to
conduct very powerful assessments of
information sharing within a network with
relatively little effort. This approach makes the
invisible web of relationships between people
visible, helping managers make informed
decisions for improving both their own and their
group's performance. Networks in the
Knowledge Economy is specifically concerned
with networks inside of organizations and
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addresses three critical areas in the study of
social networks: Social Networks as Important
Individual and Organizational Assets, Social
Network Implications for Knowledge Creation
and Sharing, and Managerial Implications of
Social Networks in Organizations. Professionals
and students alike will find this book especially
valuable, as it provides readings on the
application of social network analysis that reflect
managerial concerns.
The Basics of Social Research - Earl R. Babbie
2016-01-01
This thorough revision of Babbie's standardsetting text presents a succinct, straightforward
introduction to the field of research methods as
practiced by social scientists. Contemporary
examples, such as terrorism, Alzheimer's
disease, anti-gay prejudice and education, and
the legalization of marijuana, introduce students
to the how-tos and whys of social research
methods. Updated with new data, expanded
coverage of online research and other topics,
the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

and new Learning Objectives for each chapter to
focus students' attention on important concepts,
this edition continues to be authoritative yet
student-friendly and engaging as it helps
students connect the dots between the world of
social research and the real world. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
The Handbook of the Psychology of
Communication Technology - S. Shyam
Sundar 2015-03-16
The Handbook of the Psychology of
Communication Technology offers an
unparalleled source for seminal and cutting-edge
research on the psychological aspects of
communicating with and via emergent media
technologies, with leading scholars providing
insights that advance our knowledge on humantechnology interactions. • A uniquely focused
review of extensive research on technology and
digital media from a psychological perspective •
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Authoritative chapters by leading scholars
studying psychological aspects of
communication technologies • Covers all forms
of media from Smartphones to Robotics, from
Social Media to Virtual Reality • Explores the
psychology behind our use and abuse of modern
communication technologies • New theories and
empirical findings about ways in which our lives
are transformed by digital media
The Handbook of Communication Science Charles R. Berger 2009-04-30
This revision of a classic volume presents stateof-the-art reviews of established and emerging
areas of communication science and provides an
intellectual compass that points the way to
future theorizing about communication
processes. In this Second Edition of The
Handbook of Communication Science, editors
Charles R. Berger, Michael E. Roloff, and David
Roskos-Ewoldsen bring together an impressive
array of communication scholars to explore and
synthesize the varying perspectives and
the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

approaches within the dynamic field of
communication science. After first addressing
the methods of research and the history of the
field, the Handbook then examines the levels of
analysis in communication (individual to macrosocial), the functions of communication (such as
socialization and persuasion), and the contexts
in which communication occurs (such as
couples, families, organizations, and mass
media). Key Features: Draws on the scholarship
and expertise of leading communication scholars
who explore different aspects of the field Covers
all facets of communication science, from the
historical and theoretical to the practical and
applied Covers the latest theoretical
developments in the field, as well as alternative
methodologies and levels of analysis Explores
key communication contexts of the 21st century,
including interpersonal dimensions of health
communication, the scientific investigation of
marital and family communication, and
computer-mediated communication Includes
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incisive analyses, literature reviews,
bibliographies, and suggestions for future
research The Handbook of Communication
Science, Second Edition, is an essential
reference resource for scholars, practitioners,
and students. It is appropriate for upper-level
undergraduate or graduate courses in
Communication and Media Studies and Mass
Communication.
Encyclopedia of Science and Technology
Communication - Susanna Hornig Priest
2010-07-14
The explosion of scientific information is
exacerbating the information gap between
richer/poorer, educated/less-educated publics.
The proliferation of media technology and the
popularity of the Internet help some keep up
with these developments but also make it more
likely others fall further behind. This is taking
place in a globalizing economy and society that
further complicates the division between
information haves and have-nots and compounds
the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

the challenge of communicating about emerging
science and technology to increasingly diverse
audiences. Journalism about science and
technology must fill this gap, yet journalists and
journalism students themselves struggle to keep
abreast of contemporary scientific
developments. Scientist - aided by public
relations and public information professionals must get their stories out, not only to other
scientists but also to broader public audiences.
Funding agencies increasingly expect their
grantees to engage in outreach and education,
and such activity can be seen as both a survival
strategy and an ethical imperative for taxpayersupported, university-based research. Science
communication, often in new forms, must
expand to meet all these needs. Providing a
comprehensive introduction to students,
professionals and scholars in this area is a
unique challenge because practitioners in these
fields must grasp both the principles of science
and the principles of science communication
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while understanding the social contexts of each.
For this reason, science journalism and science
communication are often addressed only in
advanced undergraduate or graduate specialty
courses rather than covered exhaustively in
lower-division courses. Even so, those entering
the field rarely will have a comprehensive
background in both science and communication
studies. This circumstance underscores the
importance of compiling useful reference
materials. The Encyclopedia of Science and
Technology Communication presents resources
and strategies for science communicators,
including theoretical material and background
on recent controversies and key institutional
actors and sources. Science communicators
need to understand more than how to interpret
scientific facts and conclusions; they need to
understand basic elements of the politics,
sociology, and philosophy of science, as well as
relevant media and communication theory,
principles of risk communication, new trends,
the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

and how to evaluate the effectiveness of science
communication programmes, to mention just a
few of the major challenges. This work will help
to develop and enhance such understanding as it
addresses these challenges and more. Topics
covered include: advocacy, policy, and research
organizations environmental and health
communication philosophy of science media
theory and science communication informal
science education science journalism as a
profession risk communication theory public
understanding of science pseudo-science in the
news special problems in reporting science and
technology science communication ethics.
Progress in Communication Sciences Brenda Dervin 1984-03
Communication and Technology - Lorenzo
Cantoni 2015-08-31
The primary goal of the Communication and
Technology volume (5th within the series
"Handbooks of Communication Science") is to
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provide the reader with a comprehensive
compilation of key scholarly literature,
identifying theoretical issues, emerging
concepts, current research, specialized methods,
and directions for future investigations. The
internet and web have become the backbone of
many new communication technologies, often
transforming older communication media,
through digitization, to make them compatible
with the net. Accordingly, this volume focuses on
internet/web technologies. The essays cover
various infrastructure technologies, ranging
from different kinds of hard-wired elements to a
range of wireless technologies such as WiFi,
mobile telephony, and satellite technologies.
Audio/visual communication is discussed with
reference to large-format motion pictures,
medium-sized television and video formats, and
the small-screen mobile smartphone. There is
also coverage of audio-only media, such as radio,
music, and voice telephony; text media, in such
venues as online newspapers, blogs, discussion
the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

forums and mobile texting; and multi-media
technologies, such as games and virtual reality.
Models for Innovation Diffusion - Vijay Mahajan
1985-05
The intellectual environment surrounding
diffusion models has been restricted by the
language and notation employed in different
fields. It's a topic which begs for a sound
intellectual introduction. This book provides that
introduction, bridging disciplines and setting out
findings in a clear and consistent way.
Communication Science Theory and Research Marina Krcmar 2016-05-20
This volume provides a graduate-level
introduction to communication science,
including theory and scholarship for masters and
PhD students as well as practicing scholars. The
work defines communication, reviews its history,
and provides a broad look at how communication
research is conducted. It also includes chapters
reviewing the most frequently addressed topics
in communication science. This book presents an
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overview of theory in general and of
communication theory in particular, while
offering a broad look at topics in communication
that promote understanding of the key issues in
communication science for students and
scholars new to communication research. The
book takes a predominantly "communication
science" approach but also situates this
approach in the broader field of communication,
and addresses how communication science is
related to and different from such approaches as
critical and cultural studies and rhetoric. As an
overview of communication science that will
serve as a reference work for scholars as well as
a text for the introduction to communication
graduate studies course, this volume is an
essential resource for understanding and
conducting scholarship in the communication
discipline.
Strategies and Communications for
Innovations - Michael Hülsmann 2011-02-17
The innovation economy sets new standards for
the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

global business and requires efficient innovation
management to plan, execute and evaluate
innovation activities, establish innovative
capability and coordinate resources and
capacities for innovation on an intra- and interorganizational level. Moreover, communication
of innovation is one essential impact factor of
innovation success due to successful launches of
innovations into markets, establishment of
stakeholder relationships, and strengthened
corporate reputation in the long-run.
Consequently, the portfolio of communication
activities for innovations has to be mastered by a
company or collaborative network equal to the
innovation portfolio. Thus, management of
innovation and innovation communication on a
strategic level play an important role in business
nowadays. This new book concentrates on new
approaches and methods for strategies and
communications for innovations. As one part of
the book, integrated perspectives on strategy
and communication for innovation intend to
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bridge the gap between innovation management
and communication management. This new book
shall contribute to management science and
answer current question in business. It provides
cutting-edge information and offers a knowledge
source for researchers, students, and business
representatives who design, implement and
manage innovation and innovation
communication / marketing of innovation.
Propagation Phenomena in Real World Networks
- Dariusz Król 2015-03-19
“Propagation, which looks at spreading in
complex networks, can be seen from many
viewpoints; it is undesirable, or desirable,
controllable, the mechanisms generating that
propagation can be the topic of interest, but in
the end all depends on the setting. This book
covers leading research on a wide spectrum of
propagation phenomenon and the techniques
currently used in its modelling, prediction,
analysis and control. Fourteen papers range
over topics including epidemic models, models
the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

for trust inference, coverage strategies for
networks, vehicle flow propagation, bio-inspired
routing algorithms, P2P botnet attacks and
defences, fault propagation in gene-cellular
networks, malware propagation for mobile
networks, information propagation in crisis
situations, financial contagion in interbank
networks, and finally how to maximize the
spread of influence in social networks. The
compendium will be of interest to researchers,
those working in social networking,
communications and finance and is aimed at
providing a base point for further studies on
current research. Above all, by bringing together
research from such diverse fields, the book
seeks to cross-pollinate ideas, and give the
reader a glimpse of the breath of current
research.”
The Competitive Advantage of Knowledge-Based
Resources in the Semiconductor Industry Russell W. Wright 2021-12-13
First Published in 1997. Knowledge and
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knowledge-based resources occupy critical
positions in a company’s value chain. The theme
of the book is that organizational distinctive
competences are asymmetrical accumulations of
knowledge-based resources relative to a firm's
competitors. These accumulations of knowledge
and capabilities enable and constrain a firm's
ability to develop competences in specific areas
such as new product development. Knowledge
and capabilities are sources of competitive
advantage to the extent that they are nontransferable and non-imitable The imitability of
knowledge-based resources is a function of two
conceptually distinct attributes: tacitness and
tangibility. This book looks at how the evolution
of industry knowledge influences new product
strategies in successive product generations of
the semiconductor industry. This book also
makes some basic distinctions among the types
of organizational resources that tend to generate
unusual economic returns.
Design, Technology and Communication in the
the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

British Empire, 1830–1914 - Annie Tindley
2016-11-30
This book is an innovative, interdisciplinary
study of the nature of design as a form of
communication within and across Britain and its
empire in the long nineteenth century. In this
period, Britain had developed from the world’s
first industrial nation into the ‘Workshop of the
World’ but how were technological innovations
translated and communicated across the
imperial territories? How were designs turned
into reality? This book explores these themes,
incorporating archival case study technologies
such as trains, sugar manufacture and
agricultural technologies. Using a four-part
framework we firstly examine the identification
of innovation opportunities and how these
translated to engineering specifications. The
realization of conceptual designs through
collaboration and their subsequent manufacture
and distribution as finished products are then
reviewed. Using the authors’ expertise in the
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fields of historical and design engineering, this
study contributes real-world case studies to
design theory.
Network Models of the Diffusion of
Innovations - Thomas W. Valente 1995
This text presents a key to understanding how
ideas, products and opinions take off and spread
throughout society - referred to as the diffusion
of innovation - and provides a means to estimate
how fast or slow that spread occurs. The
diffusion of innovations occurs among
individuals in a social system, and the pattern of
communications among these individuals is a
social network. The network determines how
quickly innovations diffuse and the timing of
each individual's adoption. The book thus
analyses how social networks structure the
diffusion of innovation.
The Diffusion of Innovations - Arun Vishwanath
2011
"This book brings together noted diffusion
scholars and presents a communication
the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

perspective for the study of the diffusion
process. Using approaches ranging from
mathematical modeling and multidimensional
scaling to network analysis and agent-based
modeling, chapters critically examine the
current theoretical and methodological
approaches in diffusion research and present
novel ways to understand the process. Each
chapter expands the scope of diffusion theory
and lays the groundwork for the next generation
of scholarship. The book is a must-read for
anyone wishing to study trends in diffusion
research, including diffusion scholars, marketers
of ideas and products, communication and
management consultants, policy makers, and
individuals and organizations working on
changing the status quo."--Publisher.
The Handbook of Persuasion and Social
Marketing [3 volumes] - David W. Stewart
2014-12-17
This timely set traces the evolution of social
marketing from its deep roots in psychology,
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religion, and politics to its current role as an
influencer of societal and behavioral change. •
Includes contributions from scholars in the fields
of marketing, psychology, health
communications, sociology, environmental
sustainability, economics, statistics, law,
advertising, and journalism • Explains how to
plan a campaign to encourage and facilitate
behavioral change • Offers a rich set of
applications in a wide variety of settings,
including health, environment, family planning,
food, well-being, and economic development, all
with deep philosophic and theoretical grounding
• Illuminates the variety of philosophical
approaches to social marketing ranging from the
idea that awareness alone can bring about
change, to the view that persistent nudging will
deliver results, to the position that only strong
social control can create the "right" outcome
Diffusion of Innovations, 4th Edition - Everett M.
Rogers 2010-07-06
Since the first edition of this landmark book was
the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

published in 1962, Everett Rogers's name has
become "virtually synonymous with the study of
diffusion of innovations," according to Choice.
The second and third editions of Diffusion of
Innovations became the standard textbook and
reference on diffusion studies. Now, in the
fourth edition, Rogers presents the culmination
of more than thirty years of research that will
set a new standard for analysis and inquiry. The
fourth edition is (1) a revision of the theoretical
framework and the research evidence
supporting this model of diffusion, and (2) a new
intellectual venture, in that new concepts and
new theoretical viewpoints are introduced. This
edition differs from its predecessors in that it
takes a much more critical stance in its review
and synthesis of 5,000 diffusion publications.
During the past thirty years or so, diffusion
research has grown to be widely recognized,
applied and admired, but it has also been
subjected to both constructive and destructive
criticism. This criticism is due in large part to
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the stereotyped and limited ways in which many
diffusion scholars have defined the scope and
method of their field of study. Rogers analyzes
the limitations of previous diffusion studies,
showing, for example, that the convergence
model, by which participants create and share
information to reach a mutual understanding,
more accurately describes diffusion in most
cases than the linear model. Rogers provides an
entirely new set of case examples, from the
Balinese Water Temple to Nintendo videogames,
that beautifully illustrate his expansive research,
as well as a completely revised bibliography
covering all relevant diffusion scholarship in the
past decade. Most important, he discusses
recent research and current topics, including
social marketing, forecasting the rate of
adoption, technology transfer, and more. This
all-inclusive work will be essential reading for
scholars and students in the fields of
communications, marketing, geography,
economic development, political science,
the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

sociology, and other related fields for
generations to come.
Handbook of Communication and Development Melkote, Srinivas R. 2021-08-27
This incisive Handbook critically examines the
role and place of media and communication in
development and social change, reflecting a
vision for change anchored in values of social
justice. Outlining the genealogy and history of
the field, it then investigates the possible new
directions and objectives in the area. Key
conclusions include an enhanced role for
development communication in participatory
development, active agency of stakeholders of
development programs, and the
operationalization of social justice in
development.
Diffusion of innovations - Everett M. Rogers
1971
Traduction et résumé de : "Diffusion of
innovations / Everett Rogers. - New-Yprk, The
Free Press of Glencoe, 1962"
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Internet Addiction Among Cyberkids in China:
Risk Factors and Intervention Strategies Qiaolei Jiang 2019-02-07
Focusing on the two essential factors of the
construction of risk, this book presents research
revolving around the staging of and the coping
with Internet addiction in China. Using
ethnographic methods, it investigates the signs
and treatment of Internet addiction and
discusses the in-patient approaches used to help
children overcome the addiction and to reduce
the likelihood of relapse following discharge.
Examining the individual level and broader
social levels of the process as well as the links
between the two, the findings provide valuable
insights into the prevention and treatment of
Internet addiction. To help readers better
understand the signs of Internet addiction and
preventive measures, the book addresses the
following issues:Public concern and media
coverage of Internet addiction in contemporary
ChinaClinical assessment and risk factors of
the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

Internet addiction in adolescentsParent-narrated
signs of Internet addiction in Chinese children
and adolescentsCoping strategies and
treatments for Internet addiction
Introduction to Sociology - Frank van
Tubergen 2020-02-25
Comprehensive and engaging, this textbook
introduces students not only to foundational
sociological work, but also to insights from
contemporary sociological theory and research.
This combined approach ensures that students
become familiar with the core of sociology: key
concepts, theories, perspectives, methods, and
findings. Students will acquire the ability to
think like a sociologist, investigate and
understand complex social phenomena. This text
presents a complete sociological toolkit, guiding
students in the art of asking good sociological
questions, devising a sophisticated theory and
developing methodologies to observe social
phenomena. The chapters of this book build
cumulatively to equip students with the tools to
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quickly understand any new sociological topic or
contemporary social problem. The textbook also
applies the sociological toolkit to selected key
sociological issues, showing how specific
sociological topics can be easily investigated and
understood using this approach. Taking a global
and comparative perspective, the book covers a
rich diversity of sociological topics and social
problems, such as crime, immigration, race and
ethnicity, media, education, family,
organizations, gender, poverty, modernization
and religion. The book presents a range of
helpful pedagogical features throughout, such
as: Chapter overview and learning goals
summaries at the start of every chapter;
Thinking like a sociologist boxes, encouraging
students to reflect critically on learning points;
Principle boxes, summarizing key sociological
principles; Theory schema boxes, presenting
sociological theories in a clear, understandable
manner; Stylized facts highlighting key empirical
findings and patterns; Key concepts and
the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

summary sections at the end of every chapter;
and Companion website providing additional
material for every chapter for both instructors
and students, including PowerPoint lecture
notes, discussion questions and answers,
multiple-choice questions, further reading and a
full glossary of terms. This clear and accessible
text is essential reading for students taking
introductory courses in sociology. It will also be
useful for undergraduate and graduate courses
in other social science disciplines, such as
psychology, economics, human geography,
demography, communication studies, education
sciences, political science and criminology.
Annual Review of Information Science and
Technology - Blaise Cronin 2007
ARIST, published annually since 1966, is a
landmark publication within the information
science community. It surveys the landscape of
information science and technology, providing
an analytical, authoritative, and accessible
overview of recent trends and significant
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developments. The range of topics varies
considerably, reflecting the dynamism of the
discipline and the diversity of theoretical and
applied perspectives. While ARIST continues to
cover key topics associated with classical
information science (e.g., bibliometrics,
information retrieval), editor Blaise Cronin is
selectively expanding its footprint in an effort to
connect information science more tightly with
cognate academic and professional communities.
The International Encyclopedia of Media
Effects, 4 Volume Set - Patrick Rössler
2017-03-06
The International Encyclopedia of Media Effects
presents a comprehensive collection of the most
up-to-date research on the uses and impacts of
media throughout the world. Provides the

the-diffusion-of-innovations-a-communication-science-perspective

definitive resource on the most recent findings
of media effects research Covers all aspects of
the uses and impact of media, utilizing
empirical, psychological, and critical research
approaches to the field Features over 200
entries contributed by leading international
scholars in their associated fields Offers
invaluable insights to for students, scholars and
professionals studying and working in related
fields, and will stimulate new scholarship in
emerging fields such as the Internet, Social
Media and Mobile Communication Part of The
Wiley Blackwell-ICA International Encyclopedias
of Communication series, published in
conjunction with the International
Communication Association. Online version
available at Wiley Online Library.
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